Japs Paid Blackmail
To Avoid Early War
Dr. Hart Reveals Bribe
Paid To Tokyo Thugs

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.—Jackie Ross, a "paved" of 50,000 yen was made by the Japanese government to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, early part of the century to prevent scientists of that might have been led to war were discovered recently by Albert Hunt- nell in connection with the Japanese tory at Harvard.

James, from an attaché of the American embassy in Japan soon after the incident occurred, said that a bribe of 50,000 yen was told," said the 88-year-old, white- haired professor.

"I was in Japan at the time the "goodwill fees" sponsored by Presi- dents Roosevelt stepped at Yokohama.

"Shortly before the fleet landed, a representative of the underworld of Japan—the underworld gang—wandered up to the government and said in substance, 'There will be hundreds of Americans coming to Japan—the underworld gangs with Betty Grable. Robert Young and Adolphe Menjou help com- plete the cast. Also showing is Gar- land.---Girl Crazy, a typical American picture, featuring a typical American gangster and a short film story of the performance in South Amer- ica. The picture also stars Judy Garland.

"Subsequently, the 50,000 yen was paid over to the leader of the underworld gang, who was sound, and he informed me one if the story I

"Beaucoup, a former underworld leader, and there was no
good will in it, for the past months have been sending boys' clubs in settlement

"In sum, the story may have had

"Dr. Hart revealed that the 50,000 yen was paid over to the leader of the underworld gang, who was sound, and he informed me of the story I

"Beaucoup, a former underworld leader, and there was no

good will in it, for the past months have been sending boys' clubs in settlement
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